Fire up for a 5! Take on the AP exams with SparkNotes by your side.

$14.95 ($11.96 w/ educator discount)

SparkNotes AP Power Pack is the ultimate tool kit for taking the AP exams. Why? Because preparation for the AP is different from other tests like the SAT. Students taking the AP have studied the material all year long. What they need now is an efficient and tactical method to beat the test!

The AP PowerPack is the smarter, better, faster way of mastering the AP exam—and in just five days! This unique approach is a systematic line of attack to make the exam more manageable and for students to score high. The AP PowerPack contains five essential study tools:

Test Prep Book with:
- **2 Full-length Practice Exams** (with answers and complete explanations) that familiarize students with the exam, increasing their test-taking skills and decreasing their anxiety.
- **Free Access Card to Online Diagnostic Test** to target strengths and weaknesses.

Subject Sparkcharts (either one or two) outline and summarize key facts and concepts from the AP curriculum.

300 Subject Flash Cards for students to test themselves (and each other) for their final review.

5 Days To A 5 Study Schedule is a 2-page laminated sheet with study schedule on the front and study and test-taking tips on the back. It clearly outlines each step of the PowerPack study program with checklists and charts so students can track their progress.

Emergency Study Schedule is a sealed envelope marked “Warning! For Emergency Use Only.” Inside is a 24-hour study schedule, using all tools included in the box, for those late-night pre-test cramming sessions.

___ AP Power Pack: Chemistry 1411402901  ___ AP Power Pack: Psychology 1411404874
___ AP Power Pack: Biology 1411402863  ___ AP Power Pack: World History 1411404866
___ AP Power Pack: English Language and Composition 141140291X  ___ AP Power Pack: US Government and Politics 1411402928
___ AP Power Pack: Calculus 141140288X  ___ AP Power Pack: Physics 1411402871
___ AP Power Pack: European History 1411404882